
A Rather Cool Facebook Page
https://www.facebook.com/AB-Morales-A-Blog-About-Wrestling-Ani
me-Games-1391471394284210/

 

This is a page run by AB Morales, who you should know from 787
Talk.   He’s  smart  on  just  about  everything,  including
wrestling of course.  Check him out and follow him because
he’s rather worth a read.

Remember  That  TNA  Access
Thing I Mentioned?
Well it’s starting to come to fruition.  One of the co-hosts
of the show I’ve been on before got an interview with Jeff
Jarrett, which can be heard here:

http://www.broiledsports.com/2015/01/broiled-sports-exclusive-
interview-w.html

To  help support their efforts to get more access like this
(and potentially to have me getting the same access), check
them out at:

i95sportsnetwork.com

Also make sure to like them on Facebook at:

https://www.facebook.com/MouthOfTheSouthShoreRadioShow

And follow them on Twitter:
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@MotSSRadio

 

This is an actual possibility at this point and it would do
them (and me) a lot of good to get some extra support behind
them.
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Thought Of The Day: Why Are
You Doing That?
This   is  something  that  occurs  to  me  a  lot  lately  and
something WWE is very bad at: everything that is done should
be to either make you want to watch the TV show or make you
want to buy the PPV.  That’s the point of the company: they
should be trying to make you want to see more and preferably
to make you want to pay to see it.  Instead, it seems to be to
do whatever whim the company is on at the moment.  Instead
things seem to be about pushing whatever their latest endeavor
is to get them publicity.  It’s like they’re focusing on
everything but their in ring product if that makes sense.  How
many times do you see the company pushing the in ring product
or a future match on the show?  Now on the other hand, how
many times do you hear something pushed that is about hearing
something  else  about  the  product?   As  in  hearing  about
Twitter,  Tout,  Facebook,  the  App  etc.   As  in  you’re  not
hearing about the product, but about something that is about
the product.  That seems to be counter productive to me.
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Major Changes Coming
I’m  leaning heavily towards joining a network of sports sites
which will result in a completely new layout and look for the
site. I’ll still own it and will be the only person uploading
anything to it, but there’s a very good chance that in the
near future, things will look very differently around here.
Also the comments system will probably be through Facebook.
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Updated the Links Page, Added
Facebook Link
As the title says I put in the link to the site’s FB page.  I
only have it to advertise a bit and you can’t comment on there
anyway as it makes it easier for me to see comments if they’re
posted here.  Please take a second to like my page so I can
get my name out there a bit more.  I’d appreciate it.  You can
like individual reviews if you want also.  I’d appreciate it
if you would.
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Now On Facebook
This wasn’t my idea as most of you know that I hate social
media.  Anyway there’s a page for it now and I’ll be looking
into a way to automatically post links to it.  If anyone knows
how to do that please let me know.

 

http://www.facebook.com/pages/kbwrestlingreviewscom/1179302949
74885

 

Anyway it’s there now so maybe it’ll help me get some new
blood here.  Also note that the odds of me ever checking that
page are about 1 in 104858759385965 so don’t post something
there that you want me to read.
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